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CASE STUDY NUMBER 9 
 
DANISH INTEGRATED TALENT DEVELOPMENT   
 
 
1. PURPOSE 
 

In 1999, the Danish Football Association (DBU) was concerned that the development of their best 
young players at 18-21 years of age was not sufficiently effective. There already was in place an 
effective system (‘Structured Talent Development’) for the development of 15-18 year olds but the 

transition into ‘senior’ football by the best 18-21 year olds was limited: these players were not 
maximising the promise they had showed and were not breaking into first team football in sufficient 
numbers. Danish clubs preferred to sign more experienced, cheaper non –Danish players from 

abroad, particularly from Eastern Europe and the Balkans. 
The DBU saw its most talented 18-21 year olds with special talents receiving a ‘generic’ squad 
training programme in the clubs: they believed their best young players at this age were not being 
given the best opportunity to exploit their ‘special skills’. In many cases also the DBU were 

unaware of precisely the amount of practice time provided for these players, the nature of this 
practice and if this practice met their short and long term needs as potential Danish Senior 
Internationals 

 
The DBU in 2000 therefore decided to initiate a pilot scheme ‘The Integrated Talent Development 
‘programme under the direction of Fleming Serritslev and Christian Bordinggaard to provide a more 

effective development process for its most gifted 18-21 year olds. 
 
Special players require special development in addition to the normal ‘squad coaching’ they would 

receive at their club 
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2. FEATURES OF THE INTEGRATED TALENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME (ITD) 

 
 
The Programme: 

 
 

 The players are identified as being part of the programme .Currently there are  

approximately 160 players involved in the programme per season at 15 clubs 

 90% of the DBU’s International squads at these age ranges are now part of the ITD 

programme 

 Initially  8 Clubs were involved in the Pilot Scheme which was initiated in 2000-there are 

now 15 participating clubs 

 The Players are designated a ‘Talent Coach’ to work with them on agreed aspects of their 

game at their own club-providing the club is participating in the programme 

 The Player is tested on a battery of DBU Fitness Tests every 6 months and the results 

recorded on the ITD password protected intranet 

 At least every three months the player’s progress towards the achievement of these goals is 

reviewed with an individual discussion with the player’s talent coach  and new goals set in 
conjunction with the player’s talent coach and these recorded on the ITD intranet 

 The ITD Intranet includes a section for both the player and the coach to record comments 

and for both the DBU and the coach to post feedback to the player. In addition record of the 
following aspects are maintained for each player: 

- Fitness Test Scores 

- Psychological  Test Scores ( subject to the player’s agreement) 
- Number of games played and in which position 
- Number and length  of training/coaching sessions and the aspects covered in each 

session 
- Medical Records (subject to data protection and Danish civil law) 
- School/College records 

- Data from match analysis of these players where such data is available ( this is an 
area that the DBU will be continuing to enhance) 

 As a result of such  data collection the DBU is able to develop profiles of their outstanding 

young players and additional objective data to assist  in the selection and development of  
future players 

 The Player is required to record on his section of the Intranet, including  games , the training 
work completed together with his reflections on this work and his performance in games 

 The aim is to allow more opportunity for the player to take more responsibility for his own 
development -for the player to reflect on what he needs to achieve and what he is doing to 
achieve his personal goals 

 The DBU can also contact the player directly to provide advice and instructions e.g. with 
regard to the clarification of anti- doping issues 

 The central role to the programme of the ‘talent coach’ is recognised by the DBU both in 
their initial selection but also the ongoing in-service training provided by the DBU for the 

talent coaches  
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For the ‘Talent’ Coaches 
 

 At the club the Talent Coach must work only with the designated players in the DBU ITD 
programme. The talent  coach is expected to : 

- develop individual goals for each player 
- record and review these goals on three monthly basis 
- record observations on the progress to meeting these goals on the ITD  Intranet 

- Work with the players to achieve these goals including acting as both a mentor and 
personal advisor to the player on football related matters (i.e. not business or 
commercial aspects) 

 The talent coach must not be involved in the coaching of any of the teams at the club 

 The salaries  of the talent coaches were originally paid 100% by the DBU and their partners  

but now are paid 66% by the  DBU/Team Denmark (Elite Sports Company)  and 33%  by 
the club 

 All talent coaches are appointed by the DBU but the DBU will consider recommendations 

from the clubs involved  

 There are now 15 Talent Coaches (one per club) + one ‘roaming’ DBU Goalkeeper Talent 

Coach 
 

 
For the participating clubs  
  

 The clubs are seen by the DBU as partners in this programme (and vice versa) 

 In 2006,15 Clubs participate including Denmark’s two leading clubs FC Copenhagen and 

Brondby.The majority of the top Danish League clubs are now part of this programme 

 To participate in the programme the clubs must agree to recognise  the needs of the players 

selected and assist the talent coach provide additional assistance to these players 

 Clubs must also meet the following criteria: 

- Sports Medicine Support, as defined by the DBU 
- Sports Science Support, as defined by the DBU 
- Minimum Facility provision, as defined by the DBU 

 
 
For Players involved 

 

 Access to the programme is sought after as the player in effect has their own personal 
coach 

 Players are admitted to the programme for a minimum of 6  months 

 Each player must have access to the internet and e-mail via their own 

PC,school,college,club or internet café 

 Players must keep their diary updated 

 The record of each player is restricted to the player, the coach and the participating club 

 If the player moves clubs then his records are also transferred 

 To incorporate the additional demands of being a member of the programme the players 

have to devote more time and this often involves beginning with individual coaching and 
training sessions as early as 6.30am on some mid week mornings 
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3 THE BENEFITS  

 

 The participating clubs get a  better player who is better equipped to meet the demands of 

senior first team football 

 The process is more cost effective for the club than signing older foreign players  as the 

DBU is contributing to the young  player’s development 

 The clubs have a more valuable asset and the option  to transfer to other clubs if they so 
wish 

 The DBU provide an enhanced development programme for their more talented players  

 The DBU has much more information on its most talented players: they cab monitor these 

players more effectively and also exercise  more control over their development  
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
4. THE RESULTS 

 

 Denmark qualified for the UEFA under 21 Championships in Portugal in May 2006 for the 

first time in 15 years 

 Approximately 10 of the Danish Senior Squad for the 2006-8 Euro Championship Qualifiers 
are graduates of this programme 

 A few of the graduates of the programme have already been transferred to non Danish clubs 
realising transfer fees for the participating Danish clubs 

 


